The occurrence of temporal oscillations in the Brusselator model is perfectly compatible with such basic physicochemical laws as detailed balance at equilibrium and the law of conservation of mass for closed chemical systems. The recent erroneous claims asserting the contrary are refuted. We also discuss the mathematical conditions, ensuring that the model's dynamics faithfully approximate those of an alternative reaction scheme involving only mono-and bi-molecular chemical steps.
Introduction
For two decades now the Brusselator model has been a subject of investigation for scientists interested in non-equilibrium instabilities and the number of papers studying this model easily runs into several hundred. It can thus be considered as a thoroughly tested system on which many current ideas on oscillations and pattern formation far from thermodynamic equilibrium have been shaped. lP3 Over the last four years, there has been a wave of publications challenging the chemical and physical legitimacy of this model. These publications come in two forms : on one side a series of increasingly critical papers claim that the model is unrealistic4 and that it suffers fundamental f l a~s~,~ that have been overlooked so far. On the other side, the other series of papers7-l0 endorses and propagates these claims without adding new substance .
The initial criticisms4 are limited in bearing. They concern the termolecular step of the model. More precisely, they question the interpretations given of this step in the Far more crucial on the other hand, should they be correct, are the criticisms formulated by B. Gray and c o w~r k e r s . ~~~ The main claim of these authors is that the Brusselator model only exhibits oscillations and spatial structures because it violates some very basic laws of physical chemistry. These criticisms are epitomized in the statement that 'the Brusselator in spite of the termolecular autocatalytic step only Brusselates because it violates both detailed balancing and conservation of mass '. One would expect that this statement is based on a rigorous proof; however, this is not the case.
Our purpose in this paper is to bring an end to the confusion which is spreading. We will thus show that the claims regarding the physical unsoundness of the Brusselator are wrong, and we will also indicate the conditions under which the model's termolecular step faithfully approximates the behaviour of a chemically realistic reaction scheme.
In section 2, in order to make the presentation self-contained, we recall the elementary notion of chemical equilibrium, examine the restrictions that it imposes on the Brusselator's parameters, determine how the equilibrium state is related to the stationary states of the thermodynamic branch and verify that far from thermodynamic equilibrium, all physically imposed restrictions being satisfied, these stationary states may become unstable and be replaced by an oscillatory limit cycle regime. All this will be very obvious to many; however, the necessity to refute the allegation of detailed balancing violation in a completely pedagogical manner clearly demands it. In section 3, we deal with the claim that oscillations require the violation of mass conservation and are impossible (transiently) in a closed system. We consider, therefore, the case of a closed reactor and indicate a range of parameters value for which, contrary to what the numerical investigations of ref. ( 5 ) and (6) 'establish', the system oscillates over an extended time interval, while its total mass remains exactly constant in the course of time. Finally, in section 4, we briefly reconsider the question of the termolecular step.
Detailed Balance and the Brusselator
We refute in this section the claim that the occurrence of oscillations in the Brusselator violates the law of detailed balance. By way of introduction, let us briefly recall what fundamentally distinguishes dissipative structures, such as chemical oscillations, from equilibrium structures, like crystals.
The concept of dissipative structure refers in a general manner to coherent behaviours which have macroscopic space-time characteristics and which require that the energy dissipated in some irreversible processes exceeds a minimal threshold value. Two properties define these structures : (i) they appear by mechamisms of bifurcation, (ii) these bifurcations only take place far from thermodynamic equilibrium, when the branch of stationary states containing the equilibrium state as a particular case (thermodynamic branch of stationary states) becomes unstable. In other words, the distance from thermodynamic equilibrium is from a physical point of view a natural control parameter. It is necessary that this parameter be greater than some critical value for a physicochemical system to be able to escape from the basin of attraction of equilibrium-like organisations.
This result is central to the whole theory of non-equilibrium self-organisation phenomena. It is its application in the case of the Brusselator which B. Gray and coworkers fail to discuss properly. Their error, as we shall show below, stems from the failure to identify and to handle in a sensible manner the parameter which in the Brusselator controls the distance with respect to equilibrium.
Using material from ref. 
Y v, and py are, respectively, the stoichiometric coefficient of the component y in the reaction p and its chemical potential. Replacing p? in eqn (5) by the familiar expression for an ideal mixture, these relations can be rewritten in the usual form of the law of mass action. This yields :
Eliminating X between eqn (1') and (4'), and X / Y between eqn (2') and (3'), we find that
Hence, since the k,, are by definition constant (the system is supposed to be isothermal), the ratios E / A and D / B fix the values of the two overall affinities
i.e. they control independently the distance with respect to equilibrium of the two overall transformations A e E and B'D.
Thus, if d I and/or dII are not equal to zero, the system is out of equilibrium with respect to its environment: it irreversibly transforms the initial reactants A and B into the final products D and E. If, on the other hand, d I and d,, both vanish, the only stationary state available is the equilibrium state. In this case detailed balance holds whereby each individual step is counteracted by its reverse. This determines uniquely the equilibrium concentration in terms of the kinetic constants. One has here and We now consider the statements made in ref. (5) and (6) in connection with the relations (9a) and (9b). We quote: 'For pedagogical reasons only, at this stage we take B = D', and further 'in a closed system at equilibrium
Of course, the second form of eqn (iii) holds in general ... . It may be regarded as a consequence of thermodynamics or detailed balance which states that in a closed system at equilibrium, individual reactions balance. However, the resulting relations between the rate constants must hold in general not only at equilibrium. ' Observing then that in usual treatments one takes k-, = 0, k-, = 0, the authors assert that 'it is physically quite unacceptable to have infinity on one side of eqn (iii) and zero on the other'. They go on with stability analysis and conclude that a Hopf bifurcation is impossible in their 'corrected ' version of the Brusselator,? i.e. when B = D and the second of the equalities in eqn (iii) holds.
Comparing eqn (6b), (9b) and (iii), it is clear that the conclusions reached by the authors after introducing the 'pedagogical' step B = D are unwarranted by the relations existing among kinetic constants and affinities, i.e. distance with respect to equilibrium. We note that : (i) In view of eqn (9 6) it is wrong to state that the second form of their eqn (iii), i.e. is a way of reasoning which turns detailed balance and the physics of the problem upside down. Obviously eqn (9b) imposes no restriction whatsoever on the values of k,, k-,, k, and k-,. The sensible way to use this mass-action relation is thus to replace in it given values for the the kinetic constants and then to deduce from it the corresponding value of the equilibrium concentration ratio (D/ B)e. In this respect, the usual simplification k-, = 0, k-, = 0 is in no way 'physically quite unacceptable': there exists no a priori reason which forbids consideration of the case where these constants are vanishingly small and where, consequently, the equilibrium ratio (DIB), is exceedingly large. All chemists know chemical reactions with equilibrium properties of this type. Putting k-, and k-, equal to zero is nothing more than a convenient (reasonable) idealisation for such a situation. Mathematically speaking it may be elaborated in the form of the where a-,, E and D are 0(1), p, > 0, and 6' is a small positive parameter (formally 6+ 0). For any 8, however small, eqn (9a) and (9b) can still be used to define a branch of equilibrium states with certain (finite) values of A , and Be.
(ii) Looking at eqn (6b), it is clear that when D / B = 1 and k,/k-, = k-,/k, simultaneously the value of the affinity drI of thk overall reaction B e D is necessarily (10) fixed to:
The main driving force operating on the autocatalytic reaction (3) is thus made equal to zero, i.e. at equilibrium. This shows that the author's conclusion that a Hopf bifurcation is impossible in their 'corrected' version of the Brusselator is nothing more than the verification that a special model, for a special choice of parameter values, indeed behaves in accordance with the general result proved in 1956 on the basis of a simple thermodynamic argument by Prigogine and Balescu,14 namely : around a chemical equilibrium state no oscillations are possible.
We have discussed the equilibrium properties of the reversible Brusselator. We have shown that they satisfy all legitimate physical requirements. We shall now end this section by showing that there is no difficulty in recovering with this reversible version the oscillatory behaviour usually described on the irreversible system. The rate equations for the concentrations X and Y are:
The linear stability analysis of the steady-state solution of eqn (11) and (12) 
From eqn (1 3) and (14) we can deduce the following threshold for the appearance of complex conjugate roots with the positive real part
where One can easily check that if the equilibrium condition (9b) is inserted in eqn (15) , this latter equation can only be satisfied by a negative value of B,. Conversely, the existence of a positive B, is possible, provided that appropriate conditions between the parameters forcing the system out of equilibrium are satisfied.
From a thermodynamic point of view, it is instructive to situate the oscillatory domain in terms of the overall affinity dII which provides the driving force sustaining the conversion of X to Y through step (2), while allowing for the (autocatalytic) conversion of Y to X through step (3).t To keep the expressions as simple as possible we take all the kinetic constants equal to one [by the way one notes that in eqn (iii) the second relation of B. Gray et al. is then automatically satisfied], we put the nonautocatalytic overall reaction A e E at equilibrium :
We investigate the system's behaviour in terms of the remaining control parameter d , , / R T measuring the distance with respect to equilibrium of the autocatalytic part of the reaction scheme. The stationary-state values of eqn (11) and (12) These results clearly show that there is nothing singular or pathological about the oscillatory behaviour of the irreversible version of the model.
The Brusselator as a Closed System and Mass Conservation
We now consider a different situation, namely that the system of {X, Y, A, B, D, E} operates in a closed stirred reactor. Consequently A , B, D and E are no longer treated as externally tunable control parameters. The rate equations of these supplementary variables
together with eqn (1 1) and (1 2) and the initial conditions determine the evolution of this closed system. It is easy to see that the following conservation relations hold in the course of time:
(26) (27) 
A(?)+ X(t)+ Y ( t ) + E(t) = A(O)+ X(O)+ Y(O)+E(O)
The last two equations are identical to the rescaled Brusselator usaally studied in the literature, whereas the first two account for the consumption of A and B. The point is that these latter equations still contain the rate constants k,, which can thus be adjusted to allow for a slow consumption. This possibility was recognized in a paper by Noyes.15 It implies of course that some k, are widely separated, a situation that is quite common in chemistry. We now consider the reversible version of the model. Again one sees that the first three terms of eqn (31) and the first two terms of eqn (32) correspond to the usual scaled Brusselator. The additional contributions to these equations, as well as eqn (29) and (30), account for the depletion of A and B and for the reverse steps. As before, the point is that there are enough parameters present to allow one to cast these equations in the form of a ' reference ' dynamical system corresponding to the traditional Brusselator, perturbed by terms that can be made as small as desired. A particular realization is given by fixing the parameters as follows :
where E is a smallness parameter. Fig. 3 and 4 show the results of numerical integration of eqn (29)-(32) with E = 0.01. As in fig. 2 , we see a large number of damped oscillations before the stage of monotonic evolution, characteristic of the neighbourhood of equilibrium.
The criticism in ref. ( 5 ) and (6) concerning 'violation of mass conservation' originates from the observation that numerical solutions of eqn (29) and (32) describing the closed system do not produce damped oscillations for X and Y for certain choices of values of the rate constants and of the initial conditions. In view of the results reported above, it is clear that this claim is an extrapolation amounting to confusion, arising from a poor exploration of parameters, between what is a particular example and what is a theorem.
Decomposing the Termolecular Step into ' Elementary ' Steps
There is no difficulty in obtaining the termolecular step of the Brusselator as an approximation of a reaction scheme involving only bimolecular elementary steps. A straightforward decomposition is for example the following as considered in ref. (4) .t Whether the termolecular step of eqn (1) is a realistic approximation for eqn (37) is a standard problem of adiabatic elimination. More precisely, the mathematical conditions which must be realized in order that the Brusselator is a faithful approximation of the modified scheme in which the termolecular step is replaced by eqn (37), require that 2 evolves on a timescale widely separated from that of Xand Y : with respect to Xand Y, 2 has to be a fast variable. The kinetic constant values chosen in the numerical simulation reported in ref. 
It is easily seen that for E + 0, one of the roots of eqn (39) is always negative and large in absolute terms. Its behaviour expresses the fast equilibration of 2 so that at each instant in time Z ( t ) z x2(t). The other two roots of eqn (39) are in the first approximation given by the characteristic equation of the Brusselator, namely t The decomposition [eqn (37)] is far from being unique. A multitude of alternatives are possible. A more realistic, but more complex example has been given by Tyson.12 
